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——The years spanning 1890 to 1899 were exciting and busy ones for the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur. The 50th
anniversary of their arrival in the United States was commemorated in 1890 by celebrations which included many Notre Dame
students creating massive volumes to demonstrate the variety of lessons provided by a Notre Dame education. In 1893, the
sisters and their students were given the opportunity to participate in the Columbian Exhibition held in Chicago from May to
October of that year.
And the decade concluded in 1899 with the Massachusetts Sisters celebrating the arrival of the first three Sisters of Notre
Dame in Boston 50 years previous. To observe this Golden Jubilee, students from 32 SND schools across Massachusetts
participated in an exhibition of their schoolwork. Notre Dame schools from Woburn, Springfield, Worcester, Roxbury, Lowell,
Holyoke, Waltham, Somerville, Cambridge, Peabody, Boston and Lynn spent several months assembling their work and art to be
displayed at the Fr. Scully Gymnasium in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Also included were works prepared by the novices at the
Notre Dame Training School in Waltham.
The exhibit was free and open to the public. Originally the student work was planned to be on display between December
29th, 1899 to January 3, 1900, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., but due to the overwhelming response, the sisters kept the exhibition
open until January 8th.
Several local newspapers and journals reported on the event, including The Boston Globe, Boston Post, Cambridge Chronicle
and The Boston Sacred Heart Review. The Cambridge Chronicle announced the exhibit by providing a half page overview of the
work to be exhibited, as well as a detailed history of the congregation since is founding in 1804. The Boston Post reported that
the work of 17,500 students would be on display.
And The Boston Globe outdid both by devoting an entire page to the exhibition, which included works of art, paintings,
tapestry, lacework, written compositions on everything from Biblical and world history to the latest scientific discoveries in

astronomy, natural history, geology, and geography as well as essays on music, and literature. There were also various
architectural drawings, color charts used by the pupils, as well as relief maps of the world created by the students. The
article listed the names of many of the student artists. While none went onto any notable fame, one young woman from the
Roxbury Academy—Clotilde Fandal—had a daughter, Mary Bodio, who became a prominent artist on Cape Cod.
The Boston Sacred Heart Review provided a review of the exhibition after it closed, and listed many prominent visitors to
the display, including the superintendent of Cambridge schools, the Secretary of the State Board of Education in
Massachusetts, as well as several professors from Harvard and other colleges.
The Cambridge sisters wrote in their Annals that, “thousands of people visited our Gymnasium to view the credible
displays of the labors of the devoted teachers of Notre Dame.” Sisters of Notre Dame from all across Massachusetts were
given permission by the Eastern Provincial Superior, Sister Julia McGroarty, to visit the exhibit. The Lowell Annalist wrote
that, “An exhibition of school work from all the houses of the archdiocese was held in Cambridgeport in honor of the Golden
Jubilee of the sisters coming to Boston. Sister Superior Julia gave permission to the sisters of the different houses to visit
the exhibition. Every sister who desired to go went during the Christmas holidays, only three sisters remained at home.”
In Somerville, the sisters wrote of those visits, “As we were the nearest to Cambridge, we had the pleasure of
accommodating over night at different times at least eighteen sisters from various houses and ten or twelve visitors at
dinner was not unusual.”
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